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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n-by-n nonderogatory matrix all of whose eigenvalues lie on the unit 
circle, and let 7r and u be nonnegative integers with 7r + u = n. Let ~r' and v' be 
positive integers and 6'  a nonnegative integer with 7r' + u' + 6' = n. In this paper 
we explore the existence of a Hermitian nonsingular matrix K with inertia (Tr, u, 0). 
such that the Stein transformation f K corresponding to A, SA(K) = K - AKA*, is 
a Hermitian matrix with inertia (~r', u', 6'). The study is done by reducing A to 
Jordan canonical form. If C is an n-by-n nonderogatory matrix all of whose eigen- 
wdues lie on the imaginary axis, then the results obtained for SA(K) are valid for the 
Lyapunov transformation, Lc(K)  = CK + KC*, of K corresponding to C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,, be the set of all n-by-n matrices and H,~ the set of all n-by-n 
Hermit ian matrices. The inert ia of a matrix A ~ M,,, with respect to the 
imaginary axis, is def ined as In (A)  = (~r, u, 3)  in which ~', u, and 3 denote,  
respectively, the number  of eigenvalues with positive, negative, and zero real 
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part. A matrix A ~ M n is called positive stable if In(A) = (n, 0, 0). Similarly, 
the inertia of the matrix A ~ Mn, with respect to the unit circle, is defined as 
In(A) = (Tr, u, 8) in which 7r, u, and t~ denote, respectively, the number of 
eigenvalues inside, outside, and on the unit circle. A matrix A ~ M. is called 
convergent if In (A)= (n, 0,0). Although these two notations for different 
inertia concepts are identical, they arise in different situations and we 
indicate which one is to be applied. For a matrix K ~ H~ the inertia is 
defined as In(K) = (rr, u, t~) in which ~', u, and 8 denote, respectively, the 
number of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues. A matrix K ~ H n is 
called positive definite if In (K)= (n,O,O) and positive semidefinite if 
In(K) = (~r, 0, ~), with 7r + t~ = n. 
The Lyapunov transformation Lc (K)  corresponding to a matrix C ~ M n 
is defined for K ~ H, as 
L c (K)  = CK + KC*. 
The Stein transformation SA(K) corresponding to a matrix A ~ M n is 
defined for K ~ H n as 
SA( K) = K - AKA*. 
These two transformations arise in the study of continuous- and discrete-time 
dynamical systems, respectively, and both have been extensively studied. In 
[21] Taussky proved that there is a relationship between the Lyapunov 
transformation and the Stein transformation by means of the Cayley trans- 
form C = ( I  + A) - I ( I  - A). In fact, if A is a matrix that does not have -1  
as an eigenvalue, then 
Lc( r )  = ½(I + C)S,,( Z<)(I + C*). <1.1) 
Considerable attention has been given to the study of connections among 
the inertias of the three matrices involved in these transformations. In 1892 
Lyapunov [16] proved that C is positive stable if and only if there exists a 
unique positive definite K, such that Lc(K)  is positive definite. In 1952 
Stein [19] proved that A is convergent if and only if there exists a unique 
positive definite K, such that SA(K) is positive definite. Lyapunov's theorem 
was extended to what is now known as the main inertia theorem [9, 17, 20]. 
THEOREM. Let C ~ M n. There exists K ~ H,, such that Lc (K)  is posi- 
tive definite if and only if C has no purely imaginary eigenvalue. I f  Lc( K ) is 
positive definite, then In(C) = In(K). 
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In the Stein equivalent of the main inertia theorem, which we do not 
state, the inertia of A is taken to be with respect o the unit circle; thus the 
restriction on A is that no eigenvalue lies on the unit circle [12, 21, 22]. 
The main inertia theorem has been extended to include the 
infinite-dimensional case [1, 2]. Other extensions include the case when 
Lc(K)  (SA(K), respectively) is positive semidefinite [5-8, 13-15, 18, 23]; 
some of these results require the concept of controllability, and we do not 
state these theorems. 
In [11] it is shown that, except for the definite constraint, he semidefinite 
constraint, and a rank constraint, it is possible to construct matrices K and C 
(K and A, respectively) whose inertias are not related and such that 
Lc(K)  = CK + KC* (Sa(K) = K - AKA*, respectively) has a predefined 
indefinite inertia. However, the classical results state that given A ~ M,, 
there exists a matrix K ~ H n such that Lc(K)  (SA(K), respectively) has a 
known positive definite or positive semidefinite inertia. If such a matrix K 
does exist, then one can make conclusions about any connections between 
In(A) and In(K). We now pose the question: If A ~ M,, is a fixed matrix, 
does there exist a matrix K ~ H~, such that Lc(K)  (Sa(K), respectively) is 
indefinite, and if such a matrix K does exist, is there any relation between the 
inertias of K and C (K and A, respectively)? The goal of this paper is to 
resolve this question for some cases in which C (A, respectively) is a 
nonderogatory matrix whose eigenvalues are on the imaginary axis (unit 
circle, respectively). In [17] Ostrowski and Schneider treat the case in which 
C is a matrix with no purely imaginary eigenvalues. They give sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a matrix K ~ H n, such that In(K) = In(C), 
and In(L c (K)) has a prescribed nonsingular indefinite inertia. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The theorems proved in this paper are stated in terms of the Stein 
transformation with respect o A, and In(A) denotes the inertia of A with 
respect o the unit eirele. Because of the equivalence given by (1.D, the 
results are valid for the Lyapunov transformation with respect o C, as well. 
In this instance In(C) denotes the inertia of C with respect o the imaginary 
axis. 
Observe that if R ~ M n is nonsingular, then by performing a congruence 
on the Stein transformation we arrive at 
RSA( K )R*  = RKR* - ( RAR-1) (  RKR*)( RAR-1)  *. 
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The transformation A ~ RAR -1  preserves the spectrum of A; hence we 
assume throughout his paper that the matrix A is in Jordan canonical form. 
We let Jk(A) denote a Jordan block of size k with eigenvalue A. 
Also, 
-SA(K  ) = - (  K - AKA*)  = -K  - A ( -K )A* .  
Therefore if In (K)  = (Tr, v, 6) and K produces In(Sa(K))  = (Tr', v' ,  60,  
then In ( -K )  = (v ,  "n', 6 )  and -K  produces In (Sa( -K ) )  = (v ' ,  rr', 6') .  
We refer to this property as the negation rule. 
Since throughout his paper the eigenvalues Gf A and A - I  are on the 
unit circle we are able to apply the inversion rule; that is, if In (K)  = (Tr, v, 6) 
and K produces In(Sa(K))  = (~-', v ' ,  6'),  then K also produces 
In(S a ~(K)) = (v ' ,  rr',  30. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The first theorem treats the nonderogatory case in which A ~ M, has n 
distinct eigenvalues, all of which lie on the unit circle. I f  this is the case, there 
exists a nonsingular matrix K ~ H n such that Sa(K)  is indefinite. Not only 
can we select a target inertia for SA(K)  , but there is no relation between 
In(A)  and In(K) .  
THEOREM 1. Let  A ~ M n be a matrix wi th  n distinct eigenvalues all o f  
which lie on the unit  circle. Let  7r >~ 0, v > 0, 7r' > 0, v '  > 0, and 8'  >1 0 
be integers such that rr + v = n = 7r' + v '  + 8' .  Then there exists a matrix 
K ~ H,, wi th  I n (K )  = (or, v, 0), such that In (Sa(K))  = (¢r', v' ,  6').  
A second theorem treats the nonderogatory case in which A ~ M,, is a 
Jordan block of size n with eigenvalue A on the unit circle. There exists a 
nonsingular matrix K ~ H,, such that Sa(K)  has a predefined indefinite 
inertia, and there is no relation between In(A)  and In(K) .  The target inertias 
for SA(K)  include only those that allow full rank or rank n - 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let  A = J,,(A) with A on the unit circle. Let  rr >1 O, v >~ 0, 
7r' > 0, v '  > 0, and 6'  = 0 or 1 be integers such that ¢r + v = n = or' + 
v'  + 6' .  Then there exists a matrix K ~ H,, wi th  I n (K )  = (7r, v, 0) andsuch  
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that In(S~(K)) -- (Tr', v',  6'). 
A third theorem treats the nonderogatory case in which A ~ M,, is the 
direct sum of two Jordan blocks of sizes 1 and n - l, respectively. The rank 
restrictions stated in the previous theorem apply again to SA(K), and an 
extension of Theorem 2 to include the case 6' > 1 would provide a similar 
extension for Theorem 3. 
TttEOREM 3. Let A = [A/] • j,, ~(A 2) be a matrix with two distinct 
eigenvalues h I and he, both of which lie on the unit circle. Let rr >~ O, v >~ O, 
~ '  > O, v' > O, and 6' = 0 or 1 be integers such that rr + v = n = ~r' + 
v' + 6 '. Then there exists a matrix K ~ H,, with In(K)  = ('n', v, 0) and such 
that In(SA(K)) -= ('n", v', 6'). 
These three theorems are sufficient to cover all of the nonderogator?.' 
3-by-3 matrices A. The restriction on 6' that appears in the last two 
theorems has no bearing in this case, since the only possible indefinite 
inertias for SA(K) are (1, 2, 0), (2, 1,0), and (1, 1, 1). Also, as stated earlier, it 
is enough to consider the eases in which A is in Jordan canonical tbrm. There 
arc three different nonderogator T 3-by-3 Jordan canonical forms: 
diag()t~, Ae, )t3), Ja(20 and [)t~] • J,)(A,,). If A = diag(A~, A~, A:~) the details 
of the case 6' = 0 are written out in [10] and the case 6' = I is the first step 
in the proof by induction of Theorem I of this article. If A = J3(A) (A = 
[A l] @J2(,~e), respectively) the proof is totally contained in Theorem 2 
(Theorem 3, respectively); the proofs are broken up into the two cases 
6' = 0 and 6' = 1 and appear fully in Section 4 of this artiele. 
As the mnnber of Jordan blocks and the dimension of the matrix A 
increase, the techniques used in the proofs of the three theorems become 
more difficult to apply. However, there is another method, used in Example 
1, that can be applied to higher dimensions. This example also provides 
insight as to how the matrices A and K mesh to produce the matrix SA(K). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let ~r >/ 0, v >~ 0, rr' > 0, v'  > 0, and 6' >~ 0 be integers 
such that ¢r+ v=4= 7r' + v'  + 6'. Let A=diag(A  1,A 2) eJ2(A~) and 
K ~ H4, K = []~ij ]. Compute SA(K) and partition it as 
I S~ St2 ] 
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where 
Sn = (1 - A, Az)kl2 
s22 = [-A3k34 - A3k34 - ~,, -~3k,,] 
- Aak44 0 ' 
(1 - A1Aa)kla- /~lk14 (1 - ~1~3)k14 ] 
312= (1 /~2 ~3)k23 /~2 k24 (1  AzA3)k24  " ] 
One can see that In(S n)  = In(322) = (1, 1, 0), provided that k12 and k44 are 
not zero. By a result in [3], there exists a 2-by-2 matrix X such that [ s~ x ] 
I x s221 
has inertia (Tr', u', 8'), with ~" > O, u'  > O, 3 '  ~> O, and 7r' + u'  + 3'  = 4. 
Letting 
(1 - A1Aa)k13  - /~lk14 (1 - /~1~3)k14 ] 
X= (1 A2A3)k23 A2k24 (1 AzA3)k24 ]' 
we can solve for kij (i = 1, 2; j = 3, 4), then select the remaining five entries 
of K so as to achieve all possible inertias In (K)  = (~-, u, 0), with 7r, u >~ 0 
and~r+ u=4.  
The results in [3] generalize to more than two blocks [4], and even though 
one may achieve a certain inertia for SA(K), using the method in Example 1, 
it is not clear that K can have an arbitrary inertia (Tr, u, 0). 
4. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1. The case 3'  = 0 appears in [10]. For 3 '  > 0 we 
use induction. First, we use the negation rule to assume that ~ > 0. For 
n = 3, let A = diag(A1, A2, A 3) and A 1 = cliag(A1, A2). From the case 3'  = 
0, there exists K 1 ~ H 2 with In(K 1) = (~ ' -1 ,  u, 0) and such that 
In(SA(K1)) = (1, 1,0). Let K = K 1 • [k33], k3a > 0, to achieve In(K)  = 
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(7r, v,0). Then Sa(K) = K 1 • [k33] - (A  1 ~ [)t3]Xg I ~ [k33]XA* • [A3]) = 
SAI(K l) • [0] and it follows that In(SA(K)) = (1, 1, 1). 
Assume that the result is true for n = k; that is, if A 1 ~ M R has distinct 
eigenvalues all of which lie on the unit circle, and if 7r 1 >~ 0, 91 >/0, 7r' 1 > 0, 
t P t t v' 1 > 0, and 61 />0 are integers, such that ~'l + ~1 =k = 7r 1 + v 1 + 31, 
then there exists K 1 ~ H k with In(K l) = (Tr 1, vl,0), and In (Sa(K1) )= 
(~'~, 9'1, ~'~). 
Let A ~ MR+ 1 have distinct eigenvalues, )tl, A 2 . . . . .  )tk+ 1, all of which 
lie on the unit circle. Pick 7r>~0, u>/0 ,  rr'  > 0, 9' >0 ,  and 6'  >~0 
integers such that 7r+ v=k + 1 = 7r' + 9' + 3'.  We use the negation 
rule to assume that rr > 0. Let A 1 = diag()q, 2, 2 . . . .  , Ak); then by the 
induction hypothesis or the case 6 '= 0, there exists K 1 ~ H k with 
In(K 1) = (Tr - 1, v,0), and such that In(SA(KI)) = (7r', v', 3' -- 1). Let 
K=K l • [kk+l.k+l] , with kk+l.k+ 1 > 0; then SA(K)= SA(K 1)~ [0]. 
It follows that In (K)  = (Tr, u, 0), and In(Sa(K))  = (Tr', t,', 6'). • 
Proof of Theorem 2. First consider the case when 3'  = 0. We proceed 
by induction. For n =2,  let A =J2(Z),  where AA= 1. Let K=[k~l ]  @ 
[ k 22 ], then 
=/(2 ,0 ,0 )  if k11, k2~ > 0 
I n (K )  
(1, 1,0) if kltk22 < 0 
and Sa(K)= [ -k2z  --Ak22] 
- Ak22 0 " 
Since det SA(K)= -k~2, I n (Sa(K) )= (1, 1,0). The case In (K)= (0,2,0) 
can be obtained by invoking the negation rule. 
Assume that the result is true for n = k; that is, if A 1 = Jk()t), where 
A~t = 1, and if ~r 1 >/0, v 1>/0,  7r' 1 > 0, v' l > 0 are integers, such that 
rr 1 + u 1 = k = 7r] + u], there exists K 1 ~ H k with In(K 1) = ('//'1, V l ,0) ,  
and such that In(Sal(K1)) = (7r' 1, u' 1, 0). 
Let A =Jk+l (A) ,where  AA= 1. Let 7r>~0, v>~0, ~-' > 0and v'  > 0 
be integers uch that 7r + v = k + 1 = 7r' + p'. We apply the negation and 
inversion rules and the fact that k >t 3 to assume that 7r > 0 and 7r' > 1. By 
the induction hypothesis, there exists K 1 ~ H k with In(K 1) = (rr - 1, v, 0), 
and such that In(Sax(K1)) = (~r' - 1, ~', 0), where A 1 = Jk(A). Let 
kll ~eT ] 
K = [sel K1 , 
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where e* =[1  0 "-. 0] .Let  
[; A= A1 ' 
then 
I: e:] 0] 
SA(K) [se 1 K1- A1 [sel K l J [e l  A1 
= [ -As - -As -e*K 'e l  Age*( -A I -A*) -e*K1A~] 
[As( AI -- A1)e 1 - A1Kle 1 SAI (K1) ] 
= [ -Ag- -As -e~Kle l  -e~K1AT] 
-A1Klel S&( K1) ' 
since (AI - A1)e 1 = 0. Let S be the Schur complement of SAI(K1); then 
In(SA(K)) = In(SA(K1)) + In(S), where 
S = -Ag - -As - e~Kle 1 - e*K1ATSAI(K1)-IA1Klel. (4.1) 
We can choose s so that (4.1) will produce a positive number. Thus 
In(SA(K)) = (Tr', u',O). Using a Schur complement argument In (K)= 
In(K1) + In (k11-  Isl2e*K~lel). One can select k u so that k u 
]slZe~K~lel is positive; therefore In (K)  = (Tr, u, 0). The proof for 6 '  = 0 is 
complete. For the case 6 '  = 1, let A 1 be as above, select K 1 so that 
In(K 1) = ('n- - 1, u, 0) and In(SAI(K1)) = (rr', u' ,  0), and then choose s so 
that (4.1) is equal to 0 and k u as before. • 
Proof of Theorem 3. First consider the case when 3'  = 0. We invoke 
the negation and inversion rules to assume that zr > 0 and rr '  > 1. Let 
A = [A1] @ A1, where A 1 = Jn_ 1(A2). ByTheorem 2, there exists K 1 E H,,_ 1 
with In(K 1) = (T r -  1, u, 0), and such that In(SA(K1))= (rr ' --1, u',O). 
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Let K= [ k'' Y*] ,j K~ '  where y is a vector in C" 1 to be determined. Then 
y K~ 0 Al [ y K1 0 A~ 
= [ 0 AIy*(-AI-AT) ] 
~(AI I  - A~)y Sa,( K1) " 
Using Schur complements, we compute In(SA(K)) = In(S&(K1))+ 
In( -y*Gl / -  A~)SA, (K1) - I (& I  - &)y). Since A l is not an eigenv_alue of" 
A1 the matrix Al I  - A1 is nonsingular,  and thus In(()t 1I - 
A{)SA¢K,} -~(a lz  - &)) = In(SA(G) -1) = In(S&(K1)) = (qr' - 1, v' ,  0). 
We select y so that y*(-AlI - A~)Sal(K1)-t(AlI - A1)y < 0. It follows that 
In(SA(K)) = Or' ,  v ' ,0) .  Also, In (K)  = In(K 1) + In(kl l  - y*(K 1) ly),  so 
we can select k u in sueh awaythat  k u -y* (K  1) l y > 0; thus In (K)= 
(rr, v, 0). For the case 8'  = 1, choose A 1 as above. By Theorem 2 there 
exists K / ~ H n_ l with In (K  l) = (rr - 1, v, 0), and In(SAI(K1)) = Or' ,  v' ,  0). 
Let K = [k u ] • K1; then SA(K) = [k11] • K 1 - ([A 1] • A1)([k u] • K l) 
([~1) ~ A*) = [0] • SA(K1). Thus In(SA(K)) = (7r', u',  1). Select k~ > 0. 
so that In (K)  = (~r, v, 0). • 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained here are also valid for the Lyapunov transformation 
corresponding to matrices C that have the Jordan structure described in our 
theorems and whose eigenvalues are on the imaginary axis. Let C ~ M,, be a 
matrix with eigenvalues on the imaginary axis; then A = (I + C)-1(I - C) 
has all of its eigenvalues on the unit circle. It is easy to see that C and A have 
the same Jordan structure; therefbre if C is nonderogatory then so is A. 
Since I + C is nonsingular the existence of a Hermitian matrix K such that 
SA(K) has a given inertia (rr ' ,  v ' ,  6 ' )  together with (1.1) implies that the 
matrix K also gives rise to Lc(K) with inertia (~-', u', 3'). 
For the nonderogatory types mentioned in the theorems above, our 
results extend some of the results in Lemma 2, of [11], and they complement 
the following Theorem of [17]: 
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THEOREM. Let  C ~ M,  be a matr ix wi th  inertia (Tr, u, 0) and let 
oJ = (zr ', u ', 8 ') be a given inertia triple. Then (i) we can f ind  a Hermit ian 
matr ix K such that In (Lc (K) )  = o9; (ii) i f  in part icular o9 = In(C), we can 
choose K to be posit ive definite. 
There are many situations for general nonderogatory matrices that can be 
studied by using our theorems and direct sums of matrices. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A 1 ~ Mn~ , A 2 ~ Mn2, be blocks of the types described 
in the theorems above, with n 1 +n 2 =n,  and let A =A 1 ~A 2. Let zr, 
u >~ 0, zr', u'  >/2, 6 '  = 0 or 1. Let 7r 1, ~'2, ul, uz >t 0 be integers uch that 
7/" 1 -+- 17" 2 = 3"g, //'1 -[- l t2  = l ) ,  7/ '1 "[- /~1 = n l ,  71"2 q-  /'P2 = n2 .  Let 7r'1, 7r~ > 0, 
t t ¢ ! t ! ~ ~].].l ! ¢ ¢ u 1, u 2 > 0, 61 , 6 z >~ 0, be integers such that ~'1 + 7re , ul + uz = u , 
' ' ' =  ' ' ' =  7r 1 + u~ + 81 n 1, 7r 2 + u z + 6 z n z. Use our theorems 
to obtain matrices K 1 ~ H,, and K 2 ~ H n with In(K}) , (~',1, u l ,0 )  
and In(K 2) = (7r2, u2, 0), such that In(S2A,(K1)) = (~'1, ul, 81) and 
In(SA~(K2)) = (zr~, u~, 8~). Let K = K 1 • Kz; thus In (K)  = (Tr, u, 0). 
Compute SA(K)  = SA(K  1) • SA2(K2); it follows that In (SA(K) )= 
(~-', v', 8'). 
This example extends to the case in which A consists of p Jordan blocks. 
The target inertias for SA(K) must satisfy zr', u'  >i p, 8'  = 0 or 1. 
Possible extensions of this work would be to discover the theorems for: 
(i) the case 8 '  > 1 for the Jordan structures described in Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3; 
(ii) the case in which K is singular; 
(iii) general nonderogatory matrices; and 
(iv) the derogatory case. 
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